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1: Which HP performance tools can be used on Integrity servers running HP-UX? (Select two.)
A. HP Operations Agent
B. HP OpenView GlancePlus
C. HP Performance Monitor
D. HP Performance Agent
E. HP Availability Manager
Correct Answers: B D

2: How can you improve CPU performance on an Integrity rx1620 server that contains two 1.3GHz/3MB Level 3 cache processors?
A. Add more memory on the system board.
B. Add an additional processor to the system.
C. Replace both 1.3GHz processors with Montecito modules.
D. Replace both 1.3GHz processors with 1.6GHz processors.
Correct Answers: D

3: Click the Exhibit button. Which PCI slots in an Integrity rx4640 server have the lowest bandwidth?
A. 3-6
B. 2-3
C. 1-4
D. 5-6
Correct Answers: A

4: You have to deploy an HP Integrity Support Pack to 40 Integrity servers running Windows Server 2003. What can you use to accomplish this task with the least amount of effort? (Select two.)
A. Patch Management Pack (PMP)
B. Extensible Firmware Interface (EFI)
C. Systems Insight Manager (SIM)
D. Version Control Repository Manager (VCRM)
E. Management Processor/Integrated Lights Out (MP/iLO)

Correct Answers: C D

5: How do you shut down an Integrity server rx2620 running Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Enterprise Edition 64-bit for Itanium, when the Windows console and terminal services are not responding?
A. Use the MP to issue a PC-OFF command.
B. Use the MP to issue the MP shutdown command.
C. Use the SAC console to issue a shutdown command.
D. Press and hold the system power button until the system powers off.

Correct Answers: C

6: Which EFI command provides information about the current state of the processors?
A. sysmode cpu
B. cpuconfig
C. pdt cpu
D. state cpu

Correct Answers: B

7: You need to optimize server utilization in real-time. Which solution provides this capability?
A. HP OpenView Service Desk
B. HP OpenView Performance Agent
C. HP Virtual Server Environment (VSE)
D. HP Systems Insight Manager (HP SIM)

Correct Answers: C

8: Which capability does the Management Processor (MP) in the Integrity rx2620 server provide?
A. offline hardware monitoring
B. hardware administration and management
C. remote HP-UX operating system installation
D. remote monitoring of server room conditions

Correct Answers: B

9: Which command do you use in the EFI Shell to verify that an Integrity rx4640 server has the latest firmware?
A. sysrev
B. ver fw
C. info fw
D. openinfo fw

Correct Answers: C

10: What is one of the components used to manage highly available solutions offered by Virtual
Server Environment (VSE)?
A. HP-UX Process Tracker
B. HP-UX Workload Manager
C. HP OpenView Node Manager
D. Performance Management Pack

Correct Answers: B